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A TYPOLOGY OF
POROSITYTO

REALIZE SOCIAL
IDEALS

The model we developed in the Madrid Public Housing, located in the

PAU of Carabanchel, provides a responsive alternative to conventional

housing blocks. Instead of a rigid tower structure essentially owned

by no one, we suggested that a rhythmic structure would better reso

nate with the patterns of a neighborhood. With various levels of social

association, communication, and organization, the scheme is simple,

respectful of traditional dwelling customs, and flexible enough to be 405

updated and altered as needed or desired. Changing the typology of

housing is a slow process; however, it is faster and more effective than

changing an entire New Town configuration.

Breaking down the institutional nature of the public hous

ing project, the basic parti is a low-rise J form in section, a series of

spaces arranged to evoke a village. Loggias and green spaces for the

domestically scaled massing afford community-oriented amenities,

with private and public courtyards interacting through shared views. As

a prototype for future development, the Madrid Public Housing project

responds to a variety of surrounding scales, building types, and found

conditions and, in so doing, might be applicable as a strategy for larger,

more complex areas of development.



A CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE: AN ALTERNATE PARADIGM FOR SOCIAL HOUSING

On lhe one hand, lhe grid is lhe besland quiekest way lO organize a homogeneous populalion wilh

a single social purpose, On lhe olher hand, whenever a helerogeneous group of people comes logelher

spontaneously, they tend to organize themsetves in an interLocking urban pattern that interconnects

them without homogenizing them,

-Manuel De Landa. A Thousand Years 01 Nonlinear History (1997)

The grid may be the most expedient way tO(!I1~: W· 1m. El· ~·mt·lITQj·¡nI but it can al so suppress variety and

complexity in favor of repetitious arrangements of sterile elements indifferent to human scale.ls there

a middle ground between such rigidity and chao s? Can we . . for social housing

that provides. . . I I I l' but is also more :. . I • I I I .' than

the determinism of the grid?

Ringing the periphery of Madrid's historic city, a necklace of new settlements arises to . I I l. •

. I I I • I '.' caused by an influx of immigrants and a burgeoning wave of young urban

professionals gravitating toward the city. Under the auspices of Madrid's urban planning department,

generic grids are stamped onto open land to organize "New Towns" referred to as PAUs (Programa de

Actuación Urbanística). More or less anonymous housing blocks are then inserted into these grids,

leaving little I I l. and innovation. Ninety percent of the development within the PAUs

is private while 10 percent is low-income housing, disbursed throughout by a lottery system meant to

•• • . • I l'.' and ethnic backgrounds.ls there a better alternative? Lottery or not,

the rows of modernist towers developed out of . I • • I • I I I l' of

standardization and serial production that do not accord well with Madrid's social and· I 1: • •

Another paradigm more closely aligned with Spain's Moorish heritage and Mediterranean culture is

necessary.

With hundreds of thousands of immigrants arriving each year, Spain soon will reach and then

surpass the 12.9 percent population of noncitizens1 found in the United States. The city of Madrid, with

16.6 percent noncitizens, must now '.' . '. I I these immigrants are to live. Nondescript,

discrete towers alien to the historic fabric tend to isolate immigrants from the rest of the population.

Aerial view of Marrakeeh. © 2008 Darrín Jenkins Pholography,
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This approach to social housing has proven disastrous in such European cities as Paris, where first- and

now second-generation immigrants remain packaged in such anonymous containers on the city's bleak

fringes. The 2005 riots in poor Parisian suburbs highlighted the need for a social housing framework

that helps integrate newcomers into society physically, culturally, and emotionally.

Incremental, inhabitant-driven housing structures foster communalliving, . I : • I • 1 I •

city's l" • 1 • I I I • • with a capacity for evolution and perturbation~2

In its desire to I I 1 • • I • into its plans, Team 10 studied vernacular dwelling

cultures, such as in the Casbahs of Marrakech (see below left) and the North African bidonvilles, that

were closely aligned with indigenous living patterns. The ability of such habitats to .:. I I • •

• I l' two necessary. I 1. l' l. 1.' ,creates a village atmosphere that Aldo van

Eyck referred to as Haspace in a space.,,3

In their plan for Chandigarh, Le Corbusier and urban planner Michel Ecochard studied the local

relationships I • •• I l. • I • l' •, allowing the patterns of daily life to inflect their

urban formations. Ultimately they defined habitat as . . . : I I l' •• I I 1: • l. ,,4

While the modernist urge was to resolve the chaos of the city with an imposed rational order, today we

lean toward a different, less prescribed approach, one that attempts to reflect the inestimable value of

We seek a framework that is' I I :.. I I I : 1,one that responds sensitively to

surrounding energies and that· l' I I l. to personalize their own lives and housing

circumstance. Embracing the deep human need to possess,' . . l.' • I l' 1,broken

down into pieces to be owned in lieu of one large, communal area of landscape, courtyard, etc. Such an

approach addresses a persistent problem of our sprawling and fragmented modern city: not a lack of

open space, but rather an excess of it staged as mere gross area absent of memorable identity and

palpable spatial definition.
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• j '. 2.6 acres/I.05 hectares

I I . • 238,966 gross sq ft/22,200 gross sq m

. 1:. Public housing with 141two-, three- and

four-bedroom units
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THIS PROJECT EXPLORES A

RADICALLY OIFFERENT MODEL for

social housing. At once deeply traditional

and highly experimental, the design is more

akin to a medieval village than to a modern

city of housing blocks. The 141 units are

broken up into thirty-five different types

of two-, three,- and four-bedroom units. A

network of two-story family houses and

apartments is sandwiched between a six

story building at one end and a seven-story

tower at the other. An underground garage

allows access to all parts of the village

while freeing the complex of car traffic.
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CHIMNEYS THAT KEEP FRESH AIR

circulating naturally through the living units

(a concept based on the wind chimneys of

Andalusian houses) also enhance the textural

and rhythmic complexity of the designo
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A LANDSCAPED LATIrCE continues

seamlessly from the horizontal roofscape

to the tower facades, folding up vertically

to tie the two axes together and provide a

layer of landscaping that helps break down

the institutional nature of the public

housing project. This network of pergolas

ftlters sunlight through to the whitewashed

walls and into bright, porous interiors

design decisions inflected by the arid

climate of Madrid and the social, outdoor

nature of the culture.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF OPEN

SPACES into a dense urban milieu enriches

the community-oriented social fabrico The

open spaces occur at three different scales:

small, domestic patios inside the individual

residential units; midsized, public courtyards

that punctuate the low residential structure;

and large, communallandscaped space.







AN ORGANIZED LABYRINTH of shaded

walkways cuts through the villagelike fabric

of housing, as does the main thoroughfare, or

paseo. The walkways open onto courtyards

that act as communal places of gathering.

There is also direct access to outdoor spaces

from each unit-the living room opens onto

a fenced garden and the upstairs bedroom

opens onto a terrace.
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